Abstract
Northeast part of Estonia has been subject to oil shale mining since 1916. Oil shale as main source for power industry in Estonia is mined in amount of 12 million tonnes per year. The underground production rate is about 6 million tonnes of the mineral annually. Currently three open casts and six underground mines are operating, hi past 6 underground oil shale mines have been closed. Totally 979 million tonnes of rock, including oil shale has been mined underground. Today, about 305 km2 area has 512 million m3 abandoned mine workings in the depth of 10 to 70 m below the surface. The problem is influence of underground mining and mine workings on ground subsistence and ground-and surface water regime.
Mapping of potential areas of ground subsidence started in the Mining Institute of Tallinn Technical University with Maplnfo Professional. GIS is used because of need for locating the tunnels in current geographic situation. As database for digitizing and scanning, available mine maps and drawings are used. Fieldwork is included for recognizing collapse areas in nature. For further analyses, Maphlnfo features and additionally, Vertical Mapper are used.
In future groundwater problems will be included in the study. The study is partially supported by Tallinn Technical University by purchasing software Maplhifo. Estonian Mapping Centre has supported the study with making available to use base map of Estonia for reference.
Estonian oil shale overview Baltic oil shale area (See Figure 1) covers about fifty thousand square kilometers, its oil shale, from Middle Ordovician age is named kulcersite oil shale. The Baltic area includes the Estonia and Leningrad deposits and Tapa occurrences, of which the first two are commercially exploited. Estonia deposit is one of the largest commercially exploited oil shale deposits in the world with its total resources exceeding five billion tons of oil shale.
Oil shale production rate could be seen in figure 2. The prognoses show inescapable decrease in the capacities. In this connection, collecting old mines data has special value today. The mapping started with locating oil-shale mining fields in local coordinate system and followed with digitizing underground paper maps. Data from geological investigations is available for creating grid files for overburden thickness, mineral bedding and surface topology. Coordinates for mining fields are available from Cadastre of Mineral Resources. For analyzing underground mining influences, exact current undergound space situation and previous situation is compared with surface topology in mined out areas. In the future groundwater problems will be included to the study. The study is supported by Tallinn Technical University by purchasing mapping software -Maplnfo Professional. Estonian Map Centre has supported the study with making available to use base map of Estonia for reference.
Mapping mineral resources and mining situation needs both knowledge in geology and technology. As database, both raster and digital maps and layouts are used. Origin of maps is often multifarious; most of them come from mining industry through personal contacts of our employees. Surface elevation data has been taken through transferring data from Estonian base map (scale 1:50000). Vertical Mapper allows to visualize oil shale fields in three dimensional layout. Mapping underground mining situations While surface digital mapping has developed already several years in Estonia underground mapping has started just in the beginning of 1998. Data is taken from underground mine maps in scale of 1:5000 and 1:10 000. The knowledge received from digital mapping of underground mines-both closed and operating are used in variety of interests fields. The main of them is locating areas with potential ground subsistence in today s urban situation. Other interests are prediction of ground water regime in closed mines, land usage planning, analyze of re-mining oil shale in areas with left resources. The study is part of the project Post technological processes in mined areas" financed by Estonian Science Foundation. Figure 6 shows applications of used technologies in Estonian and Russian oil shale industries. The main part of oil shale mined with room and pillar system and with open cast technology. 
Underground mining
In spite of low depth of oil shale bedding the underground mining have spread instead of surface mining. The main underground mining method is room and pillar mining (See Figure 6) . The field of oil shale mine is divided into panels by the panel drifts. The panels are from 600 to 800 m wide and a number of kilometers long. The panel is divided into 350 m wide mining blocks. The main operations carried out in rooms include bottom cutting, drilling of blast holes, blasting, loading of blasted rock on the chain conveyer and supporting by bolts. Almost all equipment is made in Russia and Ukraine. They are shearers, drill jumbos, arm loaders, bulldozers and belt conveyers. The height of the rooms is correspondent to the thickness of the commercial oil shale bed. the width of the working is varying from 6 to 10 m.
The main losses are in the pillars which area is 30 to 40 m2, depended from the depth of oil shale bed. Losses vary from 23 to 26 percent in average 25 percent. Conventional method of mining has been best by square form pillars. The mining technique in use, which are manufactured for coal mining has low productivity for oil shale mines. The other hand they are uncertain in work and too many machines are required in the chambers.
In three mines the longwall mining method by shearer loaders with hydraulic roof support system is used. Underground mines cause the sinking of surface after mining activities, which leads to formation of wetland where agricultural area become unusable and forests dies.
